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Structure and phase diagram of high-density water:
The role of interstitial molecules
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The structural transformations occurring to water from the low- to the high-density regimes have been
studied by classical molecular dynamics calculations. The local structure is analyzed through a proper choice
of the relevant orientational distribution functions. This approach sheds light on the key role played by the
interstitial molecules in the second coordination shell and identifies a clear structural fingerprint of high-density
water. As a consequence, the analogy between the structure of high-density water and those of high-density
ices is evidenced.
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Knowledge of the structural and bonding properties
water is crucial in many problems of physics, chemistry, a
biology. In particular, the rationalization of its local structu
stands as a key point to the understanding of its anoma
properties. The effect of pressure on the structure and
hydrogen-bond network has been addressed by a varie
experimental and theoretical works in the recent past. X-
@1# and neutron diffraction experiments@2–5#, from which
pair-distribution functions~PDF! could be extracted, hav
revealed that dramatic changes in these PDF’s, and m
evidently in the oxygen-oxygen PDF, occur at ambient te
perature for relatively moderate pressures, typically a f
kilobars. A number of theoretical calculations have been a
to reproduce these changes, including classical molecula
namics ~MD! simulations @6–9#. Other recent theoretica
works have rather focused on the properties of the liq
either in deeply supercooled region@10–12#, or at high-
temperature@13–15#, supercritical@16–18#, and even plan-
etary conditions@19#.

A recurrent picture has emerged to explain the obser
behavior under pressure, that is, two structural forms of
ter may be distinguished in the~meta!stable liquid, referred
as low-density and high-density water~LDW and HDW, re-
spectively! @3#. As the pressure is increased, the system
dergoes a continuous transformation from the LDW to
HDW form. This behavior is reminiscent of the liquid-liqui
transition and second critical-point conjecture in the hig
supercooled liquid, although the relation between the two
unclear yet@20#.

At ambient conditions, the structure of water is well d
scribed in terms of a dynamical network of hydrogen-bond
tetrahedral cages@21#. As it can be inferred from the oxygen
oxygen PDFgOO(r ), the second shell of neighbor molecul
around a central one@contributing to the second peak i
gOO(r )] is most probably situated at a distance of 4.5 Å fro
the central molecule, that is, the distance that one expec
these second-shell molecules are hydrogen bonded to
ones forming the first shell. In HDW, conversely, the seco
shell of neighbor molecules is thought to collapse onto
first one, as a consequence of the rupture of the H-b
network@3#. This description provides an explanation for t
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observed shift towards lower distances of the second pea
gOO(r ). This picture is, however, not easily rationalized wi
the fact that the local tetrahedral structure does not show
significant modification neither in the first peak ofgOO(r ),
nor in the O-O-O orientational distribution function~ODF!,
whose single broad peak centered around the typical tetr
dral angle is only marginally affected by pressure. Furth
more, the O-H•••O distance and angle distributions along
H bond hardly change at all, showing that hydrogen bon
remain strong and strongly directional as pressure increa
In other words, the seemingly preserved local tetrahed
structure should hold not only around a ‘‘central’’ molecul
but also around any of its first neighbors, which in tu
seems to be in contrast with the hypothesis of a second-s
collapse. Anticipating our results, we will show in the fo
lowing that the second peak of the oxygen-oxygen PDF
mainly due to molecules which are not H bonded to any
the first-shell molecules, and are thus referred to asintersti-
tial molecules.

In this study, molecular dynamics calculations have be
carried out in the 0–15 kbar and 240–500 K pressu
temperature range in the N-P-T ensemble with systems c
taining 108, 216, or 512 water molecules. Simulation tim
were in the 0.2–1.0 ns range. The TIP4P model@22# has
been employed. Although more and more sophisticated c
sical potentials are developed@23,24#, the TIP4P description
of the structural properties is very satisfying when compa
to experiments@25#, and its predictive power well estab
lished @26–28#. Our computed PDF’sgOO(r ), gOH(r ), and
gHH(r ) are indeed in good agreement with experimental d
@29# at ambient conditions, as well as with the existing hig
pressure results@1#. In particular, our calculatedgOO(r )’s for
HDW and LDW compare very well with the extrapolate
ones@3#.

The effect of pressure on the structural properties of wa
has been so far mostly analyzed in terms of the PDF’s,
one hand, and coordination number, on the other. The la
is defined asn(r )54pr*r 2gOO(r )dr, wherer is the num-
ber density. As a matter of fact, the ambient-condition va
of n(r min), calculated up to the first minimumr min of the
PDF, is close to 4, reflecting well the tetrahedral geometry
the first neighbors of a given molecule. As mentioned abo
the main effect of pressure ongOO(r ) consists in a gradua
shift of its second peak from 4.5 Å to about 3.2 Å. Concom
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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tantly, the first minimum of the oxygen-oxygen PDF b
comes extremely flat and its exact location rather arbitra
The coordination number thus becomes ill defined, its e
mate being heavily affected by the choice of the cutoff d
tance. Deeper insights on the local arrangement of molec
cannot therefore be achieved through the analysis ofg(r ),
which only yields, by definition, angle-averaged informati
on the liquid structure. The inclusion of orientational corr
lations proves instead crucial to the understanding of
effects of pressure on the local structure of water. Very f
attempts to take into account three- and higher-body dis
bution functions have been reported@30# which, in the sim-
plest cases usually considered, do not show any special
tures. The rigorous study of the ODF’s is indeed
formidable task, since five independent angles characte
the relative orientation of two water molecules@31#. We
chose to follow a less formal approach to the analysis of
radial and orientational structures: for each molecule an
each configuration, its instantaneous neighbors are ran
and labeled as a function of the distance of its oxygen a
from the oxygen atom of the current central molecule@32#.
The oxygen atoms of molecules ranked as 1st–4th neigh
are considered as belonging to the instantaneous first she
coordination, and labeled as OI . Accordingly, oxygens in
molecules ranked as 5th–16th neighbors are labeled asII .
The distribution of distances of the O1-O4 and O5-O16 neigh-
bor shells from a given molecule at 300 K shows that
first one is marginally affected by pressure, only becom
slightly sharper and narrower. The second shell O5-O16 un-
dergoes a significant change of shape: its single, broad p
at about 4.3 Å at ambient pressure, splits at higher press
into two peaks~Fig. 1!. This suggests that the pressur
induced rearrangement of molecules mainly involves
5th–8th neighbors subshell, whose probability maxim
shifts, at 10 kbar, at about 3.2 Å. As mentioned above,
/OI-O-OI angle distribution, peaked at about 105° at am
ent conditions, is only moderately affected by pressure,
coming broader, and more pronouncedly shouldered at
angles. This observation does not necessarily imply a m
deformation of the tetrahedral cage, being only a con
quence of the more and more significant overlap of the fi

FIG. 1. Distribution at 300 K of the distances to a central m
ecule of the 1st–4th neighbors, referred to as ‘‘first shell,’’ and
the 5th–16th neighbors, referred to as ‘‘second-shell,’’ at 1
~black lines! and 10 kbar~gray lines!. The filled regions refer to the
5–8 subshell of the second shell.
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and the second shells; molecules labeled as instantan
first-shell neighbors might often be second-shell neighb
from the structural or chemical point of view. In th
/OI-O-OII angle distribution, shown in Fig. 2, two peaks
about 45° and 75° can be identified at ambient pressure
represented in Fig. 3, the first peak is due to second-s
molecules which are hydrogen bonded to the Oi

I atom form-
ing the currently calculated angle, while the second one
due to molecules hydrogen bonded to one of the other th
first neighbors Oj Þ i

I to the central molecule. As pressure i
creases, the two peaks merge into a single one at about
This shift, however, is only apparent, anddoes notcorre-
spond to a continuous deformation of the local geometry,
thus to a mere collapse of the second coordination shel
fact, it reveals that a more profound transformation occu
and a subtler analysis proves that the structural topology
changed: at high pressure,other second-shell molecules ar
closer to the central one than the second-shell molecule
ambient pressure. In other words, our results show that
though the transformation from the low-density to the hig
density regime is continuous, this isnot due to a continuous
collapse of the second shell of neighbors onto the first o
Such high-density second-shell molecules arenot H bonded
as their low-density counterparts, but they are purely in
stitial. The role of nonbonded molecules, whose importa
has been recently confirmed experimentally@5#, is supported

-
f
r

FIG. 2. ~Color! Distribution of/O124
I -O-O528

II angles at 300 K
and pressures from 1 bar to 10 kbar. Instantaneous neighbor
labeled according to their distance from the central molecule~sub-
script! and to their shell of coordination~superscript!. For example,
we refer to/O1-O-O2 as the angle about an oxygen atom O form
by its first and second neighbors. The intermolecular separatio
chosen as the oxygen-oxygen distance. The effect of pressu
evident in the apparent merging of the two low-pressure peaks
a single one. We report the analogous low-angle peaks observ
ice-Ih and ice-VII. In the inset, we report the distribution of minim
/OI-OII distances for/O124

I -O-O528
II angles around 65° at two

different pressures~see text!. The second peak, due to interstiti
molecules, becomes dominant at high pressure.
1-2
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by the study of the distance of the OII atoms from the three
Oi

I atoms forming the instantaneously closest tetrahe
face. In the inset of Fig. 2, we report the distribution of t
shortest distancedmin5min@d(OII 2Oi

I)# for all the OII at-
oms contributing to the/OI-O-OII angle distribution high-
density peak at 65°. This distribution, which should rev
the existence of a hydrogen bond between the second-
oxygen atom OII and any of the first-shell oxygens OI , is
double peaked at about 2.8 Å and 3.2 Å. The first pe
corresponds indeed to OI-H-OII hydrogen bond distances
while the second one is due to non-hydrogen-bonded~i.e.,
interstitial! second-shell molecules. At ambient pressure,
first peak is the more important one, but higher pressu
dramatically enhance the second peak, which is larg
dominant beyond 3 kbar. Interestingly, the peak correspo
ing to hydrogen bonding does not decrease in intens
showing that second-shell H-bonded molecules mainta
similar contribution to the 65° peak, as other interstitial m
ecules approach the central one. The role of interstitial m
ecules in the definition of the structure of HDW emerg
even more effectively in the/O-H-O2

H angle distribution,
where O is the intramolecular oxygen and O2

H is the first

FIG. 3. ~Color! Schematic geometry of interstitial and H-bond
water molecules. A water molecule and its first-shell tetrahed
cage are shown with red oxygen atoms; the relevant second-
neighbors are also reported. In the right part of the sketch,
describe schematically the geometry of molecules belonging to
first shell of coordination of first neighbors to the central molecu
These molecules are referred to as H-bonded molecules, an
displayed with purple oxygen atoms. The two typical LD
/OI-O-OII angles, as well as the LDW/O-H-O angle described in
Fig. 4, are shown. In the upper left corner of the figure, we rep
the schematic geometry of an interstitial molecule, whose oxy
atom, shown in green, is about 3.2 Å far from both the cen
molecule and the nearby OI , i.e., the typical nonbonded O-O dis
tance. The HDW/OI-O-OII and/O-H-O angles, at about 65° an
110°, respectively, are shown. Hydrogen bonds~red dashed lines!
are represented as perfectly linear for the sake of clarity.
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non-H-bonded neighboring oxygen to the atom H, that is,
third overall O neighbor. This distribution, shown in Fig.
unveils a two-state-like geometry: at ambient pressure,
main peak of this distribution at about 65° corresponds to
case of O2

H belonging, through a different hydrogen bond,
the tetrahedral cage of the central oxygen O. A smaller p
is observed at about 110°. At high pressure, the second p
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FIG. 4. ~Color! Distribution of /O-H-O2
H angles at 300 K and

pressures from 1 bar to 10 kbar. The oxygen of thei th neighboring
molecule to a given hydrogen atom is referred to as Oi

H ; following
this notation, O will be the intramolecular oxygen and O1

H the
hydrogen-bonded oxygen atom. A dramatic effect of pressur
observed, as the main peak disappears and the second one a
increases. By contrast, the/O-H-O1

H angle distribution is not af-
fected by pressure. We report the analogous peaks observed in
Ih and ice-VII.

FIG. 5. ~Color! Phase diagram of liquid water in theP-T range
considered. The hatched region corresponds to the domain w
interstitial and H-bonded second-shell molecules have equal co
butions to the/O-H-O2

H angle distribution. An empirical estimat
of the coordination number of first-shell and interstitial molecules
reported. It corresponds to the rigorous definition in the low-den
regime, while a distance cutoff at 3.4 Å is chosen for HDW. T
domains of the thermodynamically stable phases of ice are
represented.
1-3
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becomes rapidly more and more pronounced, as the first
disappears; both peak positions seem to have a minor de
dence on pressure. The analysis of distance distributi
similar to the one previously described, shows that the s
ond peak, as displayed in the sketch of Fig. 3, is the str
tural fingerprint of interstitial molecules, which can only a
proach the central molecule from a very narrow and spec
range of directions with respect to the first-shell tetrahed
cage. This double-peaked distribution provides both the
set and the structure of the high-density regime. The form
can thus be unambiguously defined in correspondence o
pressure at which the peak due to interstitial molecules o
comes the other one, and is determined in the whole t
perature range considered. In Fig. 5, we show the resul
phase diagram of liquid water in the region of thermod
namic stability. Water should be considered in the hig
density regime beyond 2.9 kbar at 300 K. This press
threshold increases at lower temperatures, up to 4.6 kba
240 K. We stress at this moment that, in the tempera
range of ~meta!stability of the liquid phase, there is not
phase transition in the thermodynamic sense between t
two forms of water, as they transform continuously one in
the other. On the other hand, their domains of existence
presently determined along with the identification and ch
acterization of the HDW structure. A reasonable guess of
HDW resulting average geometry can be formulated. T
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structure factor of HDW is known to be remarkably close
the one of the high-density amorphous phase@9#, while small
but qualitatively important differences are observed betw
LDW and the low-density amorphous phase@12#. On the
other hand, the HDW geometry has been described as loc
being close to the local structure of ice-VI or ice-VII, bo
having interpenetrating tetrahedral networks@33#. Our above
structural analysis shows that the oxygen atoms of
5th–8th neighboring molecules tend to arrange on averag
the vertices of two trapezia lying on the two perpendicu
Oi

I-O-Oj
I ~instantaneous! planes. This molecular arrangeme

is indeed locally rather similar to the structure of ice-V
where the centers of mass of the eight first neighbors occ
the vertices of two perpendicular rectangles.

In conclusion, we carried out MD simulations of water
its P-T domain of stability and beyond. Our analysis in term
of neighbors and relevant orientational distribution functio
shows that it is possible to identify unambiguously the fi
gerprint of the HDW regime. Moreover, we show that t
structure of HDW can be understood in terms of the inter
tial second-shell molecules, and seems to be precursor o
structure of high-density ices. Finally, we suggest that
role of such molecules at much lower temperatures sho
not be overlooked, since it might help to clarify the curre
debates on the liquid-liquid and amorphous-amorph
phase transitions.
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